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It was reported that the South-East Asia earthquake and tsunami, which 
struck on 26 December 2004, affected millions of people in 11 countries.

This event alone has contributed significantly to an increased awareness of 
the importance of Tremor Monitoring for city buildings.

A Ryobi G Tremor Monitoring System (RG-TMS) in a building has the potential to:
Saves lives – Our system is able to pick up small tremors which are not obvious 
to people. Those small tremors could well be foreshocks. 
Save cost – a wrong decision of building evacuation can cause loss of man 
hours. 

Tremor Monitoring

Earthquake, quake (ûrth'kwāk') 
(noun) - Shaking and vibration at the surface of the earth resulting from 
               underground movement along a fault plane of from volcanic activity

Tremor (trěm'ər) 
(noun) - A small earthquake

Aftershock (āf'tər-shŏk')
(noun) - A tremor (or one of a series of tremors) occurring 
              after the main shock of an earthquake

Foreshock (fôr'shŏk')
(noun) - A tremor preceding an earthquake
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Our Services 

In an event of any seismic activity, User will be 
alerted through SMS and/or email should the 
monitored parameters exceed predefined 
level(s). Real-Time data are available over a 
secure web page, user(s) are able to log in and 
access the data, Anytime, Anywhere 

Our System

Cost Efficiency

Initial site assessment (mostly free)
Technical proposal (mostly free)
Cost estimation (mostly free)
Supply and installation of monitoring system
Periodic monitoring & interpretation reports
System maintenance

We Provide:

Frequent earthquake struck on Indonesia has brought tremors in 
neighbor countries in South East Asia.

Advantages for Tremor Monitoring

Weathering

No. of Levels Workers Pay/Hour Time WastedTremors can occur any time most likely when there is no 
warning at all, this occurrence can lead to panic in a 
building during evacuation or even a prolonged period 
determining the building’s safety affecting work-loss or cost. 
Find out how we could help to save your cost!
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Twice a year: 2 x $120,000 = $240,000
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GeoTechGeoMonitoring

GeoSystems GeoProducts

Ground Investigation
Soil Anchoring
Micro-Piling
GPR & Electrical Imaging

Real-time Slope Monitoring
Real-time Geotechnical Instrumentation
Real-time Tunnel Monitoring
Real-time Bridge Monitoring
Real-time Dam Monitoring

Tremor Monitoring Systems
Vibration Monitoring Systems
Geotechnical Monitoring Systems
Sensitive Equipment Monitoring Systems

Geotechnical sensors and systems
Geophysical sensors and systems
Fiber Optical sensors and systems

- Immediate increase of safety standards in buildings / Structures post seismic
- Decrease downtime costs from evacuation due to tremor activity
- Ability to report “building state to relevant authorities
- Night awareness for pre-evacuation procedure in residential properties
- Increase property value / valuation
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